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showed their full respects to Guardian's clients.
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They held that the high creditability of China
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the company's highly efficient fund collection
and payment for buyers and sellers.
Local and overseas offices not only offer China
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Guardian "clairvoyance" and "clairaudient", they
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are also its "propaganda teams" and "seeding-
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Guardian's clients has played a critical role in
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machines". Yu Shuying, Peng Xiangyang from
Tianjin Office, Richard He, Tao Zhenping, Zhang
Yiyi from Shanghai Office and Sam Lee from
Hong Kong Office share a common feeling: service always comes first in the 10 years of China
Guardian.
Office Director Sun Guoming has been regarded
as China Guardian's "Master Manager". He attrib-
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uted all the achievements in China Guardian's
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administrative, logistical and clerical work to each
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"screw" in its ordinary position. He held that

!

everyone, from Yang Yong, a master hand in the

!

field of computer information, to Chen Xia, Cherry

 NVVR  

!
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Cheng and Han Xuelian, meticulous secretaries,

 

!NVVR  

to Fu Min and Wang Hua, busy storekeepers, to

!

Zhang Jinglai, Pu Hongqi and Wang Hongqing, allattentive drivers, to even Aunt Chen Lisheng, an
off-the-official payroll "Minister Without A
Portfolio", is an indispensable part supporting
the "China Guardian Mansion".

COMPETITION THROUGH
INNOVATIONAND DEVELOPMENT
THROUGH COOPERATION
The success of China Guardian has brought along


the rapid development of the domestic industry

!  !RMB 1760000
 !"#$%&'(  RMB 320,000-420,000
   !RMB 253,000

 !"#$% The scenes of previous auctions
 China Guardian hold Stamps and Coins auction for the
World Philatelic Exhibition
 CHUN QIU JING ZHUAN Price: RMB 1,760,000
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC, 1ST PRINT, COMPLETE SET IN
EXCELLENT CONDITION Estimate:RMB 320,000-420,000
Guan Liang THE RIVER IN AUTUMN Price: RMB 253,000
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of cultural relics and works of art auction. At the
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beginning of China Guardian's establishment in
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1993, there were only one or two auction houses
of relics and works of art. Through nearly ten
years' rise and fall and replacement, the number
of enterprises of considerable scale majored or
participating in auction of cultural relics
and works of art has reached several
dozen. According to relevant statistics of
2002, the nationwide annual transaction
volume in this field has reached over
RMB 1 billion.
Around 1998 when auction enterprises emerged one after another, coordination on auction date and place during the auction season became an important issue among the domestic auction enterprises. How could China Guardian distinguish itself from its peers and
remain unchallenged?
We got the answer after turning over
the China Guardian's auction catalogs
full of superb collection of fine articles---In spring 1994, China Guardian first
introduced special auction for "Chinese
Oil Paintings"; In autumn 1994, China
Guardian first introduced special auction for "Rare Books" and "Fan Paintings";
In spring 1995, China Guardian first
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 The scenes of previous auctions
 The computer worktable on the first auction
 A family on the auction
 China Guardian 95 Spring Concert
 SPECIAL AUCTION FOR STRANGE STONES RETURN
FROM ABROAD
Wang Hui PAINTING INSPIRED BY TANG POEMS

!"

!"  !RMB 7,500,000
!RMB 770,000

!  

Price: RMB 7,500,000
Wu Guanzhong TIGERS Price: RMB 770,000




introduced special auction for "Bijouterie" and
added auction items of "Sculpture"; In autumn
1995, China Guardian first introduced special
auction for large quantity of Qi Baishi Paintings
and Calligraphy (returned from overseas) Collected by Yang Yongde and Ming & Qing Dynasty Furniture Collected by Qingshui Shanfang
(former residence of Mr. Li Hanxiang, a wellknown movie director); In spring 1996, China
Guardian first introduced special auction for
"Stamps and Covers"; In autumn 1996, China
Guardian first introduced special auction for
"Snuff Bottle"; In spring 1997, China Guardian
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In autumn 1997, China Guardian first introduced
special auction for "New China Fine Art 1949-1979";
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added auction items of "Banknotes and Coins";
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troduced special auction for "Chinese Classical
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Paintings and Calligraphy"; In autumn 1999,
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China Guardian first introduced special-topic
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In autumn 1998, China Guardian separately in-

auction of "Century-Old Chinese Fine Art"
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After many years' affiliation with China Guardian,
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a renowned collector made a remarkable remark,
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"Pain without gain is possible, but gain without
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pain is absolutely impossible." Indeed, in ana-
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the past decade, we will have no difficulty in
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concluding that the most powerful talisman of
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China Guardian to excel in the intense market
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competition is, being good at thinking, assidu-
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lyzing the development of China Guardian over
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ous in questing, innovative and enterprising.
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Zhang Yanhua, President of China Auction In-
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dustry Association, highly praised China
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Guardian as "the witness to and symbol of the
development of the auction industry in China."
She pointed out, "We think highly of the
corporate mechanism of China Guardian, the
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 Gao Deming
 !"#$ The seats of absent bidder on the auction
 Li Keran FIVE OXENS Price: RMB 275,000
 Fu Baoshi SEVEN WORTHIES Price: RMB 660,000
A VERY RARE AND FINE CARVED DOG Middle Qing
Dynasty Price: RMB 176,000

 !RMB 275,000
!  !RMB 660,000

!" 

: RMB 176,000

earliest domestic cross-industry, cross-region
shareholding auction enterprise integrating
multiple economic elements and multiple forms
of ownership. We appreciate the fresh and
healthy work style of China Guardian. Its unique
team work, effective marketing ability and selfless industrial awareness of co-prosperity not
only win praises from people inside and outside the industry but are also recognized by the
government authorities".
Since auction is a business, China Guardian



follows the business rules of fair competition
and advocates win-win spirit in seeking
development. China Guardian also takes an
active part in safeguarding the lawful rights
and interests of the industry, advocating industrial self-discipline, striving for industrial
living environment and optimizing overall industrial quality. Over the past ten years, the
colleagues in the auction industry across the
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nation bestow much encouragement and trust
on China Guardian. Chen Dongsheng was
elected Vice President of China Auction Industry Association, Wang Yannan was elected Director of Cultural and Fine Art Articles Auction
Commission under China Auction Industry
Association, and Kou Qin was elected Deputy
Secretary General of China Auction Industry
Association and Vice President of Beijing Auction Industry Association. In 2000, China
Guardian was awarded by Central Committee
of Chinese Communist Youth League and the
Domestic Trade Bureau with the only title in
the Chinese auction industry of "Youth Model"
enterprise and was among the first group of
recognized AAA enterprise, the highest qualification in the auction industry in China.

EXPECTING RE-PLAY OF ODE TO JOY
In terms of brand, China Guardian has development from a nobody to an internationally known
brand in the auction industry. In terms of size,
China Guardian has gradually set up a basic
development framework with Beijing as the
mainstay, with Shanghai, Tianjin and Hong Kong


Offices as extensions and with Guangzhou
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